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Abstract

Background

We have previously shown that transthyretin (TTR) amyloidosis patients have amyloid fibrils

of either of two compositions; type A fibrils consisting of large amounts of C-terminal TTR

fragments in addition to full-length TTR, or type B fibrils consisting of only full-length TTR.

Since type A fibrils are associated with an older age in ATTRVal30Met (p.Val50Met) amy-

loidosis patients, it has been discussed if the TTR fragments are derived from degradation

of the amyloid deposits as the patients are aging. The present study aimed to investigate if

the fibril composition type changes over time, especially if type B fibrils can shift to type A

fibrils as the disease progresses.

Material and methods

Abdominal adipose tissue biopsies from 29 Swedish ATTRVal30Met amyloidosis patients

were investigated. The fibril type in the patients´ initial biopsy taken for diagnostic purposes

was compared to a biopsy taken several years later (ranging between 2 and 13 years). The

fibril composition type was determined by western blot.

Results

All 29 patients had the same fibril composition type in both the initial and the follow-up biopsy

(8 type A and 21 type B). Even patients with a disease duration of more than 12 years and

an age over 75 years at the time of the follow-up biopsy had type B fibrils in both biopsies.

Discussion

The result clearly shows that the amyloid fibril composition containing large amounts of C-

terminal fragments (fibril type A) is a consequence of other factors than a slow degradation

process occurring over time.
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Introduction

Systemic amyloidoses are a group of fatal diseases, in which plasma proteins form aggregates

with a specific fibrillar conformation called amyloid. As the aggregating protein is a plasma

protein, which reaches most organs, amyloid deposits can form throughout the body. How-

ever, for largely unknown reasons, the deposits are not homogenously distributed in the body,

but certain tissue types or organs are more affected than others. Which tissue that is most

heavily affected depends somewhat on the precursor protein (i.e. type of amyloidosis), but

large differences in deposition pattern exist also between patients suffering from the same type

of amyloidosis [1].

One protein that can cause systemic amyloidosis is transthyretin (TTR), a homotetrameric

protein acting as a transport protein in plasma, that may have other less investigated functions

in other parts of the body as well [2]. The disease, termed ATTR amyloidosis, can either be

caused by the wild-type protein [3] or be facilitated by a mutation in the TTR gene [4]. New

mutations are still being reported, and around 200 mutations have been found, which results in

more than 180 different variants of the secreted protein (see Human Gene Mutation database,

accessible at www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk). Most of these variants have been found to be amyloidogenic

[4]. As with other systemic amyloidoses, the deposition pattern of the amyloid and the resulting

symptoms differ between patients, but cardiac and neurological manifestations are the most

common. In addition, deposition in other sites like kidneys, eyes and CNS can cause tissue

damage as well [5]. The disease phenotype depends to some extent on the genotype [4], but var-

iations in disease phenotype are seen even among patients carrying the same mutation [6–8].

The Val30Met mutation in the TTR gene is the most studied variant. It is well established

that ATTR amyloidosis patients with this mutation can roughly be divided into two pheno-

typic groups [6, 8, 9]. Some patients display significant peripheral autonomic neurological dis-

turbances as well as cardiac arrhythmias caused by amyloid deposits predominantly around

the conduction system, while other patients present with less neuropathy but instead develop

amyloid cardiomyopathy, caused by massive amyloid deposits throughout the myocardium,

leading to heart failure [6, 7]. The first-mentioned group of patients tends to have an earlier

onset of disease than the latter group. In lack of an understanding of the mechanisms behind

the phenomenon of the two phenotype groups, a cut-off point to separate them was decided

by using the age of onset of disease (usually 50 years of age but an age of 40 years is sometimes

used) and patients are often referred to as “early” or “late onset” cases [6, 10].

We have earlier described that the fibril composition in ATTR amyloidosis can be of two dis-

tinct types. In some patients, the amyloid deposits consist of a mixture of full-length TTR and

large amounts of C-terminal TTR fragments (denominated fibril type A), while in other patients,

the deposits consist of only full-length TTR (fibril type B) [11, 12]. We have shown that the fibril

conformation type is strongly correlated to the two clinical phenotypes among ATTRVal30Met

amyloidosis patients, thereby offering a plausible explanation for the presence of the two groups

[12]. For example, cardiac enlargement and an older age of onset are seen among patients with

type A fibrils, while no or little cardiac enlargement and a younger age of onset is seen among

patients with type B fibrils [12]. In addition, amyloid fibril composition probably has an impact

on outcome after liver transplantation for ATTRv amyloidosis, since late onset ATTRV30M

patients had an inferior survival to that of early onset patients [13], and late onset of ATTRV30M

amyloidosis also appears to decrease the efficacy of Tafamidis treatment [14]. Considering the

possible impact of amyloid fibril type on the outcome of treatment modalities for ATTR amy-

loidosis, the consistency over time of ATTR fibril type are of clinical importance.

We hypothesize that the two fibril composition types are similar to prion “strains”, where

fibrillar conformation variations cause differences in deposition patterns, and where the
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particular fibrillar conformation persist when the fibrils grow and spread [15, 16]. However,

the fact that there is a correlation between older age and type A fibrils (i.e. presence of large

amounts of TTR fragments in the amyloid fibrils), raises the question if the fragments are

formed over time as a consequence of degradation of the deposits, thereby leading to a shift

from type B to type A amyloid fibrils.

To answer if the fibril composition type can change with time, we compared the amyloid

fibril type between initial and follow-up biopsies from ATTRVal30Met amyloidosis patients.

Material and methods

Patients and tissue specimens

ATTRVal30Met amyloidosis patients treated at the Amyloidosis Center at Umeå University

Hospital and the FAP-team at Piteå Hospital, and whose amyloid fibril composition type had

been determined at the diagnostic unit for amyloidosis at Uppsala University Hospital, were

included in this study. All patients were heterozygous for the Val30Met mutation, and com-

pound heterozygosity was not present. Their medical journals were reviewed for age at onset

of disease, age at biopsy procedures, organ transplantation, clinical presentation and medical

treatments.

Unfixed abdominal adipose tissue obtained through a punch biopsy were used to diagnose

the patients and to determine the ATTR amyloid fibril composition type. Diagnosis of amy-

loidosis was done by Congo red staining and polarization microscopy, while determination of

type of amyloidosis (to ATTR) and the fibril conformation type (to A or B) was performed by

western blot analysis (Fig 1).

At the time of this study, the fibril type had been determined for 209 ATTR amyloidosis

patients, who were treated at the Amyloidosis center in Umeå and the FAP-team in Piteå.

Most of these patients carried the TTRVal30Met mutation.

For the first part of this study, the medical records were reviewed to identify patients carry-

ing the TTRVal30Met mutation, who already had at least two fibril type determined biopsies,

Fig 1. Typical examples of fibril composition type A and type B, visualized by western blot. A monoclonal

antibody directed against TTR50-127 was used, which detects full-length TTR as well as the C-terminal fragments

found in type A fibrils. Control = Cardiac tissue containing ATTR amyloid fibrils of type A.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266092.g001
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with more than one year in between the procedures. Thirteen patients fulfilled these criteria

(Table 1).

For the second part of the study, the medical records were reviewed to identify patients

who carried the TTRVal30Met mutation and who had a fibril type determined biopsy taken at

least 5 years earlier. The criteria were met by 119 patients, of whom 56 individuals showed

type A fibrils and 63 individuals showed type B fibrils. Patients who were no longer alive or

not deemed in good enough health for a new biopsy procedure were excluded. The resulting

26 patients were asked to volunteer for a long-term follow-up biopsy. Sixteen patients con-

sented and went through with the biopsy procedure (Table 2).

All but four patients had been liver transplanted as a result of their diagnosis. Patient 4 had

undergone a combined liver and kidney transplantation, and patient 28 had undergone a

sequential heart and liver transplantation.

The study was approved by the Regional Ethics Board in Umeå, Sweden (reference number

2017–447-31M) and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Congo Red staining

Congo Red staining was performed to determine if amyloid was present in the biopsies. Non-

fixed abdominal adipose tissue biopsies were cut into small pieces and squashed between two

Table 1. Patients whose fibril type already had been determined in two biopsies.

Patient

number

Sex Fibril type at

first / last

biopsy

Duration between

biopsies (years)

Age at onset of

disease (years)

Age at first / last

biopsy (years)

Phenotype at first/

last biopsy

Transplantation (organ

/ age (years))

Medical treatment for

ATTR amyloidosis

1 F B / B 6.2 25 29 / 35 PN (1), GI / PN

(1), GI

Liver / 30 None

2 M B / B 3.5 36 38 / 41 PN (1) / PN (1) Liver / 39 None

3 F B / B 2.6 42 49 / 52 GI / GI Liver / 49 None

4 M B / B 6.2 61 59 / 65 Eye / Eye, Kidney Liver + kidney / 66 None

5 M B / B 3.2 58 64 / 67 PN (1), CM, GI /

PN (1), CM, GI

Liver / 62 None

6 M B / B 3.9 63 65 / 69 PN (1), CM, GI/

PN (1), CM

Liver / 65 None

7 M B / B 2.2 66 78 / 80 PN (1), CM / PN

(3), CM

No None

Mean ± SD 4.0 ± 1.6 50±16 55 ± 17 / 58 ± 16

8 M A / A 3.0 50 52 / 55 PN (1) / PN 1),

CM

Liver / 53 None

9 M A / A 2.1 55 58 / 60 PN (1), CM / PN

(1), CM, GI

Liver / 55 Diflunisal

10 M A / A 3.3 59 59 / 62 PN (1), CM, GI /

PN (1), CM, GI

Liver / 60 Diflunisal

11 M A / A 3.7 61 61 / 65 PN (1), GI / PN

(1), CM

Liver / 62 None

12 M A / A 2.7 59 63 / 65 PN (1), CM / PN

(1), CM

Liver / 64 None

13 M A / A 2.2 63 70 / 72 PN (2), CM / PN

(NA), CM, GI

No None

Mean ± SD 2.8 ± 0.6 58±4.7 61 ± 6.0 /

63 ± 5.7

PN = Polyneuropathy, within brackets (stage (1–3), where 1 denotes walking without support, 2 walking with support, and 3 bedridden or bound to a wheelchair);

GI = Gastrointestinal complications; Eye = Vitreous opacities, glaucoma; Kidney = Kidney failure; CM = Cardiomyopathy. NA = data not available.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266092.t001
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microscope slides as previously described in detail [17]. The slides were dried on a heating

plate for 10 minutes, followed by defatting of the tissue in acetone and staining with Congo

red [17]. The samples were thereafter examined with polarization microscopy to determine if

amyloid was present. Biopsies with detected amyloid deposits were further analyzed by

SDS-PAGE and Western Blot Analysis.

SDS-PAGE and Western Blot analysis

Non-fixed abdominal adipose tissue biopsies were prepared for gel electrophoresis as

described in detail in [12]. In short, the biopsy tissue was washed in an isotonic NaCl solution,

then incubated in an ammonium sulfate solution for lysis of erythrocytes, which was followed

by defatting in acetone. Thereafter, the samples were left to air-dry.

A sample buffer containing 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 20 mM dithiothreitol and 40 mM

iodoacetamide was added to the dried tissue and the samples were heated at 96˚C before

loaded onto a 4–12% polyacrylamide gel (NuPAGE, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,

USA). After gel electrophoresis, the proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane.

The membrane was blocked in a 5% milk TBS-Tween solution, and incubated with either a

Table 2. Patients from whom a long-term follow-up biopsy was collected for this study.

Patient

number

Sex Fibril type at

initial / follow-

up biopsy

Duration

between biopsies

(years)

Age at onset of

disease (years)

Age at initial /

follow-up biopsy

(years)

Phenotype at

initial/follow-up

biopsy

Transplantation (organ

/ age (years))

Medical treatment

for ATTR

amyloidosis

14 M B / B 6.0 28 31 / 37 PN (1) / PN (1) Liver, /31 None

15 M B / B 7.0 32 34 / 41 PN (1), GI / PN

(NA), GI

Liver / 34 Diflunisal

16 M B / B 10.2 35 35 / 45 PN (1) / PN (1) Liver / 36 None

17 M B / B 11.2 39 40 / 52 PN (1) / PN (1) Liver / 41 None

18 F B / B 12.9 39 41 / 54 PN (1), GI / PN (1),

GI

Liver / 41 None

19 M B / B 10.9 38 43 / 54 PN (1), GI / PN (1),

GI

Liver / 40 None

20 M B / B 9.3 47 49 / 58 PN (1) / PN (1) Liver / 49 None

21 M B / B 8.5 51 52 / 61 PN (1) / PN (1) Liver, /53 None

22 F B / B 9.8 50 55 / 65 PN (1), GI / PN (2),

GI

Liver, /56 None

23 M B / B 12.1 54 55 / 67 PN (1)/ PN (1) Liver / 56 None

24 M B / B 8.6 52 56 / 64 PN (1), GI / PN (1),

CM, GI

Liver / 57 None

25 M B / B 11.2 61 64 / 76 PN (1), CM / PN

(NA), CM

Liver / 62 None

26 M B / B 12.2 53 65 / 77 PN (1), CM, GI /

PN (2), CM, GI

Liver / 59 None

27 M B / B 6.3 67 68 / 75 PN (1), GI / PN (1),

GI

No Patisiran

Mean ± SD 9.8 ± 2.2 46±11 49 ± 12 / 59 ± 13

28 M A / A 11.7 60 60 / 71 PN (1), CM / PN

(1)

Liver + heart / 61 Diflunisal

29 F A / A 7.1 65 66 / 73 PN (1), CM / PN

(1), CM

No Patisiran

Mean ± SD 9.4 ± 3.3 63±3.5 63 ± 4.2 / 72 ± 1.4

PN = Polyneuropathy, within brackets (stage (1–3), where 1 denotes walking without support, 2 walking with support, and 3 bedridden or bound to a wheelchair);

GI = Gastrointestinal complications; CM = Cardiomyopathy; NA = data not available.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266092.t002
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polyclonal rabbit antiserum or a monoclonal mouse antibody against TTR50-127 (described

in [18, 19]), followed by an anti-rabbit or anti-mouse antibody coupled to horse-radish peroxi-

dase (HRP) (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The reaction was developed using enhanced

chemiluminescence (ECL) (Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA) and captured with a CCD-cam-

era (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA).

Results

Patients who had already undergone more than one biopsy

To investigate if the amyloid fibril type may change over time, we reviewed the medical records

for ATTRVal30Met amyloidosis patients from whom more than one biopsy had been taken,

and the fibril type had been successfully determined for at least two of those biopsies. In all 13

patients who fulfilled the inclusion criteria, the same fibril type was present in both the initial

and the sequential biopsy, i.e. the fibril type did not change over time (Table 1, Fig 2). Six

patients had fibrils of type A, and seven patients had fibrils of type B. However, the duration

between the first and last biopsy for each of these patients was relatively short, ranging between

2 to 4 years for type A patients and 2 to 6 years for type B patients (Fig 2).

Patients recruited for a long-term follow-up biopsy

To study if the fibril type may change over a longer time span, patients whose fibril type had

been determined, were recruited for a voluntary long-term (> 5 years) follow-up biopsy.

Sixteen patients underwent the follow-up biopsy, and in all patients, the same fibril type

was seen in the follow-up biopsy as in the initial biopsy (Table 2, Fig 3). The vast majority of

these patients had amyloid with type B fibrils, and only two had type A fibrils. The duration

between the initial and follow-up biopsies ranged from 6 to 13 years among type B patients

and 7 to 12 years among type A patients (Fig 3A). The age at the initial biopsy ranged from 31

to 68 years among type B patients and from 60 to 66 years among type A patients, while at the

follow-up biopsy the age ranged from 37 to 77 years among type B patients and from 71 to 73

years among type A patients (Fig 3B). Interestingly, some type B patients (patient no 25–27)

Fig 2. Duration and age, for patients whose fibril type already had been determined in two biopsies. (A) Duration

between the initial and subsequent biopsy, grouped according to fibril type. Horizontal lines represents the mean

value ± standard deviation. (B) Age at initial and subsequent biopsy. The grey dashed line represents the age at disease

onset (50 years old) which most often is used to determine a patient as “early or late onset”.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266092.g002
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had a comparable age at the initial and follow-up biopsies to the two type A patients (patient

no 28–29) (Table 2 and Fig 3B), but their amyloid fibrils were of type B in both biopsies.

Discussion

The present study clearly shows that an amyloid fibril composition of only full-length TTR

(fibril type B) is consistent over time in ATTRVal30Met amyloidosis patients and does not

develop into fibrils with large amounts of fragmented TTR (fibril type A). Hence, the presence

of ATTR amyloid fibrils consisting of a mixture of full-length TTR and large amounts of TTR

fragments in mainly elderly ATTR Val30Met amyloidosis patients cannot be explained by dif-

ferences in disease duration and the “age” of the amyloid deposits. Instead, it seems plausible

that the two fibril conformation types stems from two distinct fibril formation mechanisms.

Even though the most important aspect of this study was to investigate if type B fibrils

could develop into type A fibrils over time, we also wanted to study follow-up biopsies on

patients whom showed fibril type A deposits at the initial biopsy. Unfortunately, we had diffi-

culties in recruiting such patients for a long-term follow-up biopsy, since most were either

deceased or their disease was too advanced for them to undergo a second biopsy.

All but two of the patients from whom a long-term follow-up biopsy were taken had under-

gone liver transplantation. Differences in survival rate after liver transplantation between patients

with the two different fibril types have not been investigated, but it is known that “late onset”

Val30Met patients have a drastically lowered survival compared to “early onset” Val30Met

patients after liver transplantation [13]. In addition, when type A and B patients of almost compa-

rable mean ages were studied, patients with type A fibrils developed cardiac function impairment

after liver transplantation, whereas such deterioration was not found among type B patients [20].

In light of this, it is noteworthy that the only type A patient with a relatively long duration between

the two biopsy procedures (patient no 28), had undergone both a heart and liver transplantation.

It should be mentioned that this study is performed on amyloid in only one type of tissue

(abdominal adipose tissue) and in one TTR mutation (Val30Met). We cannot exclude that

changes in amyloid fibril conformation can occur over time in other tissue types or in other

mutations. However, it seems reasonable to believe that such changes do not occur, as we have

Fig 3. Duration and age, for patients from whom a long-term biopsy was collected for this study. (A) Duration

between the initial and follow-up biopsy grouped according to fibril type. Horizontal lines represent the mean

value ± standard deviation. (B) Age at the initial and the long-term follow-up biopsy. The grey dashed line represents

the age at disease onset (50 years old) which most often is used to determine a patient as “early or late onset”.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266092.g003
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previously shown that the fibril type is intra-individually consistent between different tissue

types [12, 21]. It is unknown if a similar correlation between fibril type and phenotypic differ-

ences as is seen among Val30Met patients occurs in patients with other TTR variants. How-

ever, when investigating the fibril composition type in several other mutations than Val30Met

[22], we found that regardless of age or cardiac involvement, all but one patient (out of 62) had

fibrils of type A. Together with the fact that all wild-type ATTR patients have type A fibrils

[11], it seems likely that the fibril type B is rare among ATTR amyloidosis patients and may

only occur in a few mutations.

It could be argued that if there indeed are two different mechanisms behind the formation

of type A and type B fibrils, both of them could, at least in theory, occur in the same patient.

Especially of interest is if the mechanism behind type A fibril formation could start to occur in

addition to the type B formation mechanism in a few patients who have type B fibrils as they

reach high age, just as the type A mechanism start to occur in those individuals who develop

wild-type ATTR amyloidosis as they reach high age (as all wild-type patients present with type

A fibrils [11]). Such patients would perhaps develop the typical cardiomyopathy associated

with type A fibrils. This hypothetical, and likely rare, scenario should however be differentiated

from a scenario where all type A fibrils start out as type B fibrils, as the latter scenario seems

very unlikely according to the result of the present study, where no presence of the typical C-

terminal fragments was seen in the follow-up biopsies of the type B patients. In this regard, it is

also interesting to note that, even though patients with wild-type ATTR amyloidosis always

have amyloid fibrils of type A [11], and we know that wild-type TTR is continued to be incor-

porated into the amyloid after liver transplantation [23], the patients in this study who showed

fibril type B before liver transplantation continued to have amyloid consisting of only type B

fibrils many years after the procedure. This further indicates that there are either two different

fibrillization mechanisms for ATTR amyloidosis which differs between patients, or that seed-

ing is taking place, causing the original structure and organization of the fibrils to be perpetu-

ated even when no mutant TTR is being incorporated.

It is still unclear if the cleavage process that produces the TTR fragments found in type A

ATTR fibrils, occurs before or after incorporation of the protein into the fibrils. Even though

type A fibrils seem to be the most common fibril composition in ATTR amyloidosis [11, 22],

surprisingly little attention has been paid to the presence of these fragments and their possible

role in the ATTR fibrillogenesis. However, in recent years, the interest has increased, and a few

reports concerning the fragments have been published. Bellotti et al. have used an approach

where C-terminal fragments are produced by trypsin treatment of native TTR, and have

shown that such treatment triggers formation of amyloid aggregates at a physiological pH [24].

In contrast, full-length tetrameric native TTR will not form amyloid fibrils at physiological

pH, but requires acidic conditions [25]. These studies suggest that cleavage is the triggering

event for type A fibril formation, and that substances aimed at inhibiting the cleavage may be

an important way to hinder fibrillation in patients with type A fibrils [26].

Other studies indicate that full-length TTR is incorporated into the fibrils, and that the

cleavage occurs thereafter. A cryo-electron microscopy study on ATTRVal30Met ex-vivo amy-

loid fibrils, which had the fibril type A composition [11], showed a structure that is in line with

cleavage after incorporation [27]. If that is the case, such cleavage must occur relatively quickly

after incorporation, and cannot be delayed by years, according to the result of the present

study. In this regard, it is interesting to note that we have earlier reported, that the increase in

the proportion of wild-type to variant TTR seen in fibril type A patient after liver transplanta-

tion, seems to occur slightly faster among full-length ATTR protein compared to truncated

ATTR protein [23]. Ando et al. have also presented evidence that C-terminal TTR fragments

arise when aggregated, but not native, TTR is added to certain cell types in vitro [28].
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The abovementioned studies do not necessarily contradict each other, since it is possible

that cleavage of TTR can be the triggering event for fibril formation in type A fibrils, while

elongation of these fibrils may occur by full-length TTR incorporation into a fibril structure

that promotes a subsequent cleavage.

As mentioned, the two fibril conformation types correlate to both clinical symptoms and

age of onset. This strongly suggest that the difference in fibril conformation is the underlying

mechanism behind the clustering of ATTRVal30Met amyloidosis patients into two phenotypic

groups. Therefore, we believe it would be advantageous to use the fibril type as the defining

parameter of the groups, instead of an arbitrarily chosen age of onset. Using the fibril type as

the defining parameter of the groups has important clinical implications, as not all patients

with type B fibrils have an age at onset below 50 years of age. Therefore, the clinical manifesta-

tions of so called “late onset” patients cannot automatically be expected to include severe car-

diac enlargement.

The discrepancy in defining the two phenotypic groups may not only be a problem in the

clinical setting, but also complicates attempts to find the causative mechanism behind the two

phenotypes. Most of the studies aimed to solve this question have used the age of onset to

define the groups and not the fibril composition [6, 10, 29, 30]. As the “late onset” group will

contain not only patients with type A fibrils, but also those with type B fibrils, important fac-

tors behind the phenotypic clustering may go undiscovered. In addition, the age used as a cut-

off point for late and early onset differs between studies [6, 10, 29, 30]. This lack in consistency

of how to define the two phenotypic groups shows that using “age of onset” is not an optimal

parameter.

In conclusion, the two ATTR fibril composition types are stable and do not change with

time, indicating that there are two different fibrillization mechanisms in ATTR amyloidosis.

The role of TTR fragments in ATTR fibrillogenesis and pathogenesis needs to be further inves-

tigated, as well as why fragments are present in the amyloid fibrils of some patients but not

others. Knowledge emerging from such studies is likely to give insight into possible implica-

tions of fibril type in regards to the newly developed medical treatments as well as lead to

improved treatment modalities and more personalized treatment regimes in ATTR

amyloidosis.
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